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INTRODUCTION
 .In recent years, co homological methods have been a very useful tool in
the study of Hilbert functions. This line of research has its origin in Serre's
computation of the multiplicity and in the expression of the difference
between the function and polynomial due to Serre and Grothendieck. The
last few years have witnessed many works in this direction, using either
Koszul-like complexes or the local cohomology of the graded rings associ-
ated to the ideal.
The aim of this work is to study Hilbert functions in local rings by
exploiting the interplay between these two points of view. Roughly speak-
ing, the second method is the first taken to the limit, since local cohomol-
ogy is an inductive limit of Koszul cohomologies. Therefore, we have
chosen to work systematically with the cohomological Koszul complex
instead of the homological one. With the cohomological approach we have
functorial properties which are lost in the homological case, due to the
nonnaturality of the duality between Koszul homology and cohomology.
This allows us to give a quick computation of the first local cohomology
module of the Rees algebra. Namely, in the I-adic case we get
&
n nI rI if n G 0,1H R ( .Rq n  A if n - 0.
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The cohomological approach also clarifies the relationship between the
various formulas for the difference between the Hilbert]Samuel function
and polynomial present in the literature.
We will work in the wider framework of good filtrations, rather than
I-adic. The study of good filtrations has an intrinsic interest in its own
right, for example, if A is analytically unramified, the filtration of integral
closures and the filtration of tight closures provided that A contains a
.field are good filtrations. But, moreover, many of the results in the
literature concerning the I-adic case involve the use of nonadic filtrations,&
n ny1 4  4such as I , JI with J a reduction of I, hence it seems worthwhile to
place ourselves in this more general setup. In this line, we extend the
concept of Ratliff]Rush closure to good filtrations. This Ratliff]Rush
closure is used to compute the first cohomology module of the Rees
algebra associated with any Hilbert filtration. We will also be able to
extend to Hilbert filtrations some results involving the Ratliff]Rush clo-
w xsure of ideals, e.g., Proposition 2.4 in Sal93 .
We show that, in the same way that the associated graded ring is used to
study the Hilbert function H 0, the natural object to consider in the studyF
1  .of the Hilbert]Samuel function H is the extended Rees algebra R* F .F
w xNamely, Johnston and Verma JV95 give a formula, which holds for
n G 0, for the difference H 1 y h1 in terms of the local cohomology of theF F
 .Rees algebra R F . Since this formula is analogous to the one involving
H 0 and the associated graded ring, one expects that it should hold for allF
 .  . n g Z. But for this end it is necessary to replace R F by R* F see
.  .Theorem 4.1 . In fact, R* F appears naturally in the problem when one
considers that H 1 is extended by zero for negative integers, hence theF
natural convention to take in order to study Hilbert functions is I s A ifn
n - 0.
The paper begins with the definition and study of the Ratliff]Rush
Æ Æclosure F of a good filtration F in Sect. 2. By using F we will be able to
extend to Hilbert filtrations some results involving the Ratliff]Rush clo-
sure of ideals. Section 3 is devoted to the definition and study of the
? .cohomological complexes C s, k, n which are strongly related to the
w x w xhomological complexes studied in KM81 and HM95 . These complexes
? .will serve as a link between local and Koszul cohomology: we use C d, k, n
to compute the local cohomology of Rees algebras. In Sect. 4 we prove our
main result, Theorem 4.1, which expresses for all n g Z the difference
between the Hilbert function and polynomial in terms of the local coho-
wmology of the extended Rees algebra. This result is somehow KM81,
xTheorem 2 , taken to the limit, and generalizes Johnston and Verma's
formula to any Hilbert filtration and n - 0. We apply the preceding
w xresults to recover and generalize Proposition 2.4 in Sal93 and answer
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w xQuestion 3.2 of JV95 . Finally, we give some applications in low dimen-
sions.
1. NOTATIONS
 4Let A be a Noetherian ring. A sequence of ideals F s I is calledn nG 0
a filtration if it verifies I s A, I / A, I : I for all n G 0, and0 1 nq1 n
I I : I for all n, m G 0. It is called a good filtration if there existsn m nqm
 w x.n G 1 such that I s I I for all n G n see HZ94, Remark 2.2 . If0 nq1 1 n 0
 .A s A, m is a local ring, a good filtration F is called a Hilbert filtration
if I is an m-primary ideal.1
 . n w xWe will use the notation R s R F s [ I t : A t for the ReesnnG 0
 .algebra associated with F, G s gr A s [ I rI for the associatedF n nq1nG 0
 . n w y1 xgraded ring of F and R* s R* F s [ I t : A t, t for the ex-nng Z
tended Rees algebra associated with F, where we are taking I s A forn
n - 0. Hence, we will adopt the convention that I s 0 or I s A if n - 0,n n
depending on whether we want to study properties of the Rees algebra or
the extended Rees algebra. In case that F is an I-adic filtration, i.e.,
n  .  .  .I s I for all n G 1, we will write R I , gr A , and R* I instead ofn I
 .  .  .R F , gr A , and R* F . For any ideal J : I we will denote by FrJ theF 1
 . 4filtration in ArJ given by I q J rJ . Notice that if F is good, thenn nG 0
FrJ is also good.
If F is a good filtration and x g I we will say that x is a superficialt
 .element of F if there exists c G 0 such that I : x l I s I for allnq t c n
 . w xn G c. If grade I G 1 it is shown in HM95 that this is equivalent to1
 .  .x f z A and I : x s I for n 4 0. Unless otherwise specified, all ournq t n
superficial elements will be superficial of degree 1 which always exist if A
.is local with infinite residue field . If x s x , . . . , x g I we will say that x1 s 1
is a superficial sequence if, for all 1 F i - s, x is superficial foriq1
 .Fr x , . . . , x .1 i
 w x.Let us recall the definition of reduction of a filtration see HZ94 : Let
 4  4F s I , H s J be good filtrations; H is called a good reductionn nG 0 n nG 0
of F if H : F and there exists m G 0 such that I s I J q ??? qI Jn ny1 1 nym m
 .for all n 4 0. A good reduction is called minimal good reduction of F if
w xit does not properly contain any good reduction of F. It is shown in HZ94
 n4that H is a minimal reduction of F if and only if H s J , where J is anG 0
minimal reduction of I . Hence we can take m s 1 in the definition. We1
will say that J is a minimal reduction of F. For such a reduction,
 .the reduction number of F with respect to J is defined as r F s minJ
 < 4  .n I s JI for all k G n . The reduction number of F is then r F skq1 k
  . < 4min r F J a minimal reduction of F .J
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w xBy HZ94, Lemma 2.11 , any minimal reduction can be generated by a
superficial sequence. Conversely, any superficial sequence generates a
minimal reduction:
 .LEMMA 1.1. Let A, m be a d-dimensional Cohen]Macaulay local ring
and F a Hilbert filtration in A. Let x , . . . , x g I with 1 F m F d. Then the1 m 1
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i x , . . . , x is a superficial sequence for F;1 m
 .ii x , . . . , x is an A-sequence and there exists n g N such that for1 m 0
all 1 F i F m
x , . . . , x l I s x , . . . , x I for all n G n . .  .1 i n 1 i ny1 0
 .Moreo¨er, if m s d the conditions abo¨e imply that x , . . . , x is a minimal1 d
reduction of F.
w xThe proof is a standard argument using the claim in HM95, Sect. 2 and
w  .x w xKM82, Proposition 2.1 b . See also Swa94, Lemma 1 and 2 .
If F is a Hilbert filtration, it makes sense to define the Hilbert]Samuel
1  .  .function of F by H n s l ArI . It is well known that there exists aF A nq1
1 w x 1  . 1  .polynomial h g Q X such that H n s h n for all n 4 0; this is theF F F
Hilbert]Samuel polynomial of F and it can be written as
dn q d n q d y 11h n s e y e q ??? q y1 e .  .F 0 1 d /  /d d y 1
 .with e s e F g Z, e ) 0. These are called the Hilbert coefficients of F.i i 0
0 .  .We also define the Hilbert function of F by H n s l I rI for allF A n nq1
0 . 1  . 1  .n G 0. Notice that H n s H n y H n y 1 . In the case that theF F F
Hilbert filtration F is an I-adic filtration, we will write H 0, h0, H 1, andI I I
 . 0 0 1 1  .e I instead of H , h , H , h , and e F .i F F F F i
2. THE RATLIFF]RUSH CLOSURE OF A GOOD
FILTRATION
For any ideal I : A, let
Ä kq1 kI s I : I .D
kG1
 w x w x.be the Ratliff]Rush closure of I see RR78 and HJLS92 . This ideal has
 .some nice properties; for instance, if A s A, m is local and I is
m-primary it is the biggest ideal containing I and having the same Hilbert
polynomial.
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 4DEFINITION 2.1. Let F s I be a good filtration. We define then nG 0
Æ Æ 4Ratliff]Rush closure of F to be the sequence of ideals F s I givenn nG 0
by
Æ kI s I : I . .Dn nqk 1
kG1
ÆRemark 2.2. Notice that it makes no sense to consider I for an ideal I
if I is not expressed as a piece of a good filtration. However, the usual
Ä Ratliff]Rush closure I can be recovered from this definition see Proposi-
 ..tion 2.3 iv .
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume grade I G 1. Then1
Æ k .  .i I s D I : I for all n G 0;n k G1 nkqn n & Æ .ii for all n G 0 it holds that I : I : I , with equality if n 4 0;n n n
Æ .iii F is a good filtration;
&
nÆ .  4iv if F is an I-adic filtration then F s I ;nG 0
 .  4v if G s J is a filtration such that J s I for all n 4 0, thenn nG 0 n n
ÆG : F;
ÆÆ Æ .vi F s F;
Æ .  .vii let x , . . . , x be a minimal reduction of F; then I s1 s n
  k k ..D I : x , . . . , x for all n G 0.k G1 nqk 1 s
 .Proof. i First of all notice that both sequences of ideals
 k .4  k .4I : I and I : I are increasing chains; hence, for allnkqn n k G1 nqk 1 k G1
m 4 0,
k m Æ mI : I s I : I and I s I : I . .  . .D nkqn n nmqn n n nqm 1
kG1
 m. nm  n.m  .mLet x g I : I . Since I x s I x : I x : I , we get x gnmqn n 1 1 n nmqn
ÆI . Conversely, since F is good we can consider n such that I s I In 0 nq1 1 n
Æ m .for all n G n . Then if x g I we may assume that x g I : I with0 n nqm 1
m G n . Hence I m x : I x s I I m nyn0 x : I I : I , that is,0 n m n n 1 n nqm nyn m nqn0 0 0
 k .x g D I : I .k G1 nkqn n & &
kq1 k kq1 .  .ii By definition of I we have I s D I : I . Since I :n n k G1 n n n&
kq1 k k Æ .  .I for all k G 1 we get I : I : I : I , hence I : I . Letnkqn n n nkqn n n n
x g I s be a superficial element of degree s G 1 for F; we know that such1
w xan element exists by Rho71, Lemma 2.1 . Then for all n 4 0 we have
 .  .  2 .  s.I : x s I , hence I : I : I : I : I : ??? : I : I :nqs n n nq1 1 nq2 1 nqs 1
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 .  .I : x s I , that is, I : I s I . So, for all k G 1 it holds thatnqs n nq1 1 n
 k .  . ky1.  ky1.  .I : I s I : I : I s I : I s ??? s I : I s I ,nqk 1 nqk 1 1 nqky1 1 nq1 1 n
Æhence I s I for n 4 0.n n
Æ Æ .iii Let us first show that F is a filtration. It is obvious that I s A,0
 k .  k .and if n ) 0, for all k G 1 we have I : I : I : I , hencenqkq1 1 nqk 1
Æ Æ Æ k Æ k .  .I : I . On the other side, I s I : I and I s I : I fornq1 n n nqk 1 m mqk 1
Æ Æ k k 2 k . .  .k 4 0, hence I I s I : I I : I : I I : I :n m nqk 1 mqk 1 nqk mqk 1
2 k Æ .  .I : I : I . Then by ii we havenqmq2 k 1 nqm
Æ Æ Æ ÆI s I s I I : I I : Inq1 nq1 1 n 1 n nq1
Æ Æ Æ Æfor all n 4 0, hence I s I I , that is, F is good.nq1 1 n
 .iv It is obvious from the definitions.
 .v Let k G 0 be such that J s I for all m G k. Then for allm m
k Æn G 0 we have I J : I J s J J : J s I , hence J : I .1 n k n k n nqk nqk n n
 .  .  .vi It is obvious from ii and v .
 .  k .   k k ..vii Since I : I : I : x , . . . , x for all k, n G 0, it isnqk 1 nqk 1 s
Æ k k  ..obvious that I : D I : x , . . . , x for all n G 0. Conversely,n k G1 nqk 1 s
w x  .recall that by HZ94, Proposition 2.6 , x , . . . , x is also a reduction of I ,1 s 1
and let r be the corresponding reduction number. Then a computation
w x  .x rqsky1.q1analogous to that in Sal82 , Proposition 2 i , shows that I s1
 k k . rqsky1.q1yk   k k ..x , . . . , x I for all k G 1. So we get I : x , . . . , x :1 s 1 nqk 1 s
rqsky1.q1 Æ .I : I : I for all k G 1.nq rqsky1.q1 1 n
Remark 2.4. When trying to generalize the concept of Ratliff]Rush&
 4closure to good filtrations, the first object that comes to mind is I .n nG 0
ÆBut, unlike F, this sequence of ideals is not a filtration in general: for
ww 3 4 xx  3 4.  4instance, let A s k t , t and m s t , t . Define F s I by I s An nG 0 0
and I s t 3 m ny1 for all n G 1. Since t 3 m n s m nq1 for all n G 2, we getn
Ä Ä  w x.that F is a Hilbert filtration; but I ­ I see HLS92, Example 1.11 .2 1
The proposition below generalizes a result known for I-adic filtrations to
any good filtration:
 .PROPOSITION 2.5. Let F be a good filtration such that grade I G 1,1
and let G be the associated graded ring of F. Then
ÆI l Inq1 n0H G s . . [Gq InG0 nq1
Æ .In particular grade G ) 0 if and only if F s F.q
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Proof. For any x g A, let x* denote its initial form in G. If x* g
w 0  .x kH G , then there exists k G 1 such that G x* s 0 and in particularG n qq
w k x w k x  k . k  k .G x* s 0. Since G s I q I rI , we get I x : I q I xq k q k 1 kq1 kq1 1 1 kq1
Æ: I , hence x g I l I .nqkq1 nq1 n
Æ .Conversely, if x* g I l I rI , we must show that there existsnq1 n nq1
k 4 0 such that G k x* s 0. Since G k : [ G , it is enough to showq q mmG k
 .that G x* s 0 for all m 4 0. From Proposition 2.3 ii we can take nm 0
Æ Æ Æ Æ Æsuch that I s I for all m G n ; then I x : I x : I I : I sm m 0 m m m nq1 mqnq1
I for all m G n . Therefore G x* s 0 for all m G n .mq nq1 0 m 0
Ï  .Now it is obvious that if F s F then grade G ) 0. Conversely, ifq
Æ .grade G ) 0 then I l I s I for all n G 0. For n s 0 we getq nq1 n nq1
Æ Æ Æ Æ ÆI s I and then by induction I s I l I s I l I s I .1 1 nq1 nq1 n nq1 n nq1
Another graded ring which can be naturally obtained from G and whose
0  .irrelevant ideal has positive grade is GrH G . Let us compare these twoGq
rings:
 .THEOREM 2.6. Let F be a Hilbert filtration such that grade I G 1, let1
Æ Æ .   ..G s gr F resp. G s gr F be the associated graded rings, and letA A
0 Æ .G s GrH G . Then G is isomorphic to a graded subalgebra of G, and theyGq Æcoincide if and only if F s F.
Proof. By Proposition 2.5 we have
Æ ÆI I q I In n nq1 n ÆG s ( : s G .[ [ [Æ Æ ÆI l I I InG0 nG0 nG0nq1 n nq1 nq1
Æ Æ ÆMoreover G s G if and only if I q I s I for all n G 0, and byn nq1 n
Æ .Proposition 2.3 ii this is equivalent to I s I for all n G 0.n n
As an immediate application of the Ratliff]Rush closure we can give a
short proof of the following well-known result:
 .PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring, F a
 .  .  .Hilbert filtration in A. If e F s ??? s e F s 0, then r F s 0, that is, F1 d
is I-adic with I a complete intersection.
 n4  .Proof. Consider the filtration G s J , with J s x , . . . , x anG 0 1 d
minimal reduction of F. Then the two filtrations have the same Hilbert
polynomial and G : F; hence J n s I for n 4 0. Then by Proposition 2.3n
Æwe get F : G s G, hence F s G.
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3. KOSZUL COMPLEXES AND LOCAL COHOMOLOGY
OF REES ALGEBRAS
Let R s [ R be a Noetherian graded ring, x , . . . , x g R homo-n 1 sng Z
geneous elements of degrees k , . . . , k , respectively. In the case that1 s
 .R s A, m is a local ring, we will consider it as a graded ring with the
 .trivial graduation. Let us recall the definition of the graded cohomologi-
? . w x w xcal Koszul complex K x , . . . , x ; R ; we will use BH93 and HIO88 as1 s
general references.
 ? . ?.The complex K x , . . . , x ; R , d is defined as the dual complex of the1 s
 ? . ?.homological Koszul complex K x , . . . , x ; R , d , that is,1 s
K n x , . . . , x ; R s K x , . . . , x ; R * s Hom K x , . . . , x ; R , R .  .  . .1 s n 1 s R n 1 s
? U n .and d s d ; K x , . . . , x ; R can be identified with the graded free? 1 s
s .R-module of rank given byn
R k q ??? qk s Re , .[ [i i i , . . . , i1 n 1 n
1Fi - ??? -i Fs 1Fi - ??? -i Fs1 n 1 n
 .  .where deg e s y k q ??? qk . With this notation the differentiali , . . . , i i i1 n 1 nn n . nq1 .d : K x , . . . , x ; R ª K x , . . . , x ; R is given by1 s 1 s
nq1
ky1nd e s y1 x e ; .  . i , . . . , i j i , . . . , i , j , i , . . . , i1 n 1 ky1 k n
ks1 i -j-iky1 k
i s0, i ssq10 nq1
notice that dn is a homogeneous morphism. We will denote by
i . i ? ..H x , . . . , x ; R s H K x , . . . , x ; R the ith cohomology module of1 s 1 s
this complex. Since the differentials are homogeneous morphisms, it has a
natural structure of graded R-module. It holds that
H 0 x , . . . , x ; R s 0 : x , . . . , x .  . .1 s 1 s
and
R
sH x , . . . , x ; R s k q ??? qk . .  .1 s 1 sx , . . . , x .1 s
 .  ? ..Let H x , . . . , x ; R s H K x , . . . , x ; R . If we forget about the grad-i 1 s i 1 s
uation of R we have nonnatural isomorphisms of R-modules
i .  .  wH x , . . . , x ; R ( H x , . . . , x ; R for all 0 F i F s see BH93,1 s syi 1 s
x.Proposition 1.6.10 . These morphisms are not homogeneous except in the
special case k s ??? s k s k, where we get homogeneous isomorphisms1 s
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i .  . .H x , . . . , x ; R ( H x , . . . , x ; R ik . If R is either a local ring or a1 s syi 1 s
positively graded ring with k ) 0 for all 1 F i F s, then it holds thati
i .x , . . . , x is an R-sequence if and only if H x , . . . , x ; R s 0 for all1 s 1 s
 w x.i / s see, for example, Mat86, Theorem 16.5 .
 .  4Now let A, m be a local ring, let F s I be a Hilbert filtration,n nG 0
and let x , . . . , x g I . Let us adopt the convention that I s 0 if n - 0.1 m 1 n
We will define, for 1 F s F m, k G 1, and n g Z, cohomological com-
? .plexes C s, k, n ,
0 ª C 0 s, k , n ª C1 s, k , n ª ??? ª C sy1 s, k , n .  .  .
ª C s s, k , n ª 0, .
? .as follows: C s, k, n is the complex
s s .  .
1 20 ª ArI ª ArI ª ArI ª ??? .  .n nqk nq2 k
s .
sy1ª ArI ª ArI ª 0, .nq  sy1.k nqsk
where the differentials are induced by the differentials of the Koszul
? k k .complex K x , . . . , x ; A . In other words, we have an epimorphism of1 s
complexes
K ? x k , . . . , x k ; A ª C ? s, k , n . . .1 s
such that, with our convention about the negative pieces, it becomes an
equality if n - ysk.
Remark 3.1. Several homological analogues of these complexes appear
? .in the literature. For example, C d, k, n is a cohomological particular
w xcase of the complex K of the proof of Theorem 2 in KM81 . Also, in the
? .case k s 1 our C s, 1, n y s is the cohomological counterpart of the
 . w xcomplex C x , . . . , x , F, n defined in HM95 .? 1 s
? .Part of the cohomology of C s, k, n can be computed:
PROPOSITION 3.2. For all 1 F s F m, k G 1, n g Z, the following hold:
 . 0 ? ..   k k ..i H C s, k, n s I : x , . . . , x rI ;nqk 1 s n
 . s ? ..   k k ..ii H C s, k, n s Ar I q x , . . . , x ;nqsk 1 s
 .iii if x , . . . , x is an A-sequence,1 s
x k , . . . , x k l I .1 s nqsksy1 ?H C s, k , n ( . . . k kx , . . . , x I .1 s nq sy1.k
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 .  .  .Proof. Parts i and ii are straightforward. To prove iii , consider the
? k k .top part of the Koszul complex K x , . . . , x ; A ,1 s
s sy2 sy1d dK K. s k k6 6A A x , . . . , x ª 0.sy2  .1 s
Since x k, . . . , x k is an A-sequence, this is an exact sequence. Tensoring by1 s
ArI we get an exact sequencenq  sy1.k
s s . k ksy2 sy1sy2A A x , . . . , x .d d 1 sK K6 6 ª 0.k k /  /I I x , . . . , x I .nq  sy1.k nq sy1.k 1 s nq sy1.k
? ? sy2 sy2 .  .  .Let d denote the differential of C s, k, n . Since Im d s Im d itC K C
is clear that there is a commutative diagram of exact sequences,
s
k ksy 1A x , . . . , xd  .K 1 ssy26 6 6 6 .0 Im d 0C k k /I x , . . . , x I . .nq sy1 k 1 s nq sy1.k
6 6 6
ga id
s
sy 1A AdCsy16 6 6 .0 Ker d .C  /I I .nq sy1 k nqsk
Then by the snake lemma we get
x k , . . . , x k l I .1 s nqsksy1 ?H C s, k , n s Coker a ( Ker g s . . . k kx , . . . , x I .1 s nq sy1.k
Recall the definition of tensor product of complexes: if K ?, L? are
 . ?complexes of graded R-modules, then K m L is the complex given by
 .n i j  .K m L s [ K m L , with differential d x m y s dx m y qiq jsn
 . i i j  .ny1 x m dy for x g K , y g L . Notice that K m L is a graded R-mod-
 .  .  .ule with the graduation given by deg x m y s deg x q deg y . Hence
 . ?K m L is a complex of graded modules with homogeneous differential.
If f , g are morphisms of complexes, then f m g is again a morphism of
complexes, and if f n and g n are homogeneous morphisms for all n, so are
 .n ? . ? .f m g . Then it is easily shown that K x , . . . , x ; R s K x ; R1 s 1
? .m ??? m K x ; R .s
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Now let a , . . . , a g R be homogeneous elements of degrees n , . . . , n ,1 s 1 s
? k .respectively. Then the homogeneous morphisms of complexes K a ; Rj
? kq1 .ª K a ; R given byj
?akj6 6 6
0 R R kn 0 .j
6 6
?ajid
kq1?aj6 6 6
0 R R k q 1 n 0 . .j
? k k . ? kq1give us a homogeneous morphism K a , . . . , a ; R ª K a ,1 s 1
kq1 .. . . ,a ; R whose component of degree j is the multiplication by thes
s .  < .-tuple a ??? a 1 F i - ??? - i F s . Hence we have an inductivej i i 1 j1 j
system of complexes which gives us the local cohomology of R; for all
i G 0 it holds that
H i R s lim H i ak , . . . , ak ; R .  .a. 1 sª
k
 w x.  .see HIO88, Theorem 35.18 . When R is the Rees algebra R s R F
 .  .and x , . . . , x is a reduction of F, then the ideals x t, . . . , x t and R1 d 1 d q
have the same radical, so
k ki iH R s lim H x t , . . . , x t ; R . .  .  . .R 1 dq ª
k
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let A, m be a d-dimensional local Cohen]Macaulay
ring, let F be a Hilbert filtration and let x s x , . . . , x g I be an A-sequence.1 s 1
Then for all n g Z:
 .i For all k G 0 we ha¨e
ki iy1 ?H xt ; R ( H C s, k , n for all 0 F i F s y 1 .  . . / n
and an exact sequence of A-modules
ksy1 ? s0 ª H C s, k , n ª H xt ; R .  . .  / n
ª H s x k ; A ª H s C ? s, k , n ª 0. . . .
 .ii If moreo¨er s s d and x is a superficial sequence for F then
i iy1 ?H R ( lim H C d, k , n for all 0 F i F d y 1, .  . .Rq n ª
k
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and we ha¨e an exact sequence of A-modules
kx l I . dkqn d0 ª lim ª H R .Rk q nª x I .k dy1.kqn
A
dª H A ª lim ª 0. .m kª I q x .k dkqn
In particular if d G 2 it holds that
ÆI rI if n G 0,n n1H R ( .Rq n  A if n - 0.
Proof. Let us look at the epimorphism of complexes
K ? x k , . . . , x k ; A ª C ? s, k , n . . .1 s
It is easily seen that the kernel of this epimorphism is the nth-degree
?  .k  .k .  .component K x t , . . . , x t ; R of the graded Koszul complexn 1 s
? .k  .k .K x t , . . . , x t ; R , where R is the Rees algebra associated with F.1 s
Hence, we have an exact sequence of complexes of A-modules
k k? ? k k ?0 ª K x t , . . . , x t ; R ª K x , . . . , x ; A ª C s, k , n ª 0. .  .  . . .n 1 s 1 s
? k k . ? kq1 kq1 .The morphisms K x , . . . , x ; A ª K x , . . . , x ; A obtained1 s 1 s
? .k  .k .above can obviously be restricted to K x t , . . . , x t ; R , hence forn 1 s
all k G 1 we obtain morphisms of exact sequences
? .k  .k . ? k k . ? .0 ª K x t , . . . , x t ; R ª K x , . . . , x ; A ª C s, k, n ª0
6 6 6
n 1 s 1 s
? kq1 kq1 ? kq1 kq1 ? .  . .  .  .0 ªK x t , . . . , x t ; R ªK x , . . . , x ; A ªC s, k q 1, n ª0n 1 s 1 s
which provide us with an inductive system of exact sequences of com-
plexes. So we obtain the theorem due to the naturality of the cohomology
long exact sequence.
 .The only thing left to complete the proof is the last claim in ii . For this,
since
k kI : x , . . . , x . .nqk 1 d1 0 ?H R ( lim H C d , k , n s lim , .  . .Rq n ª ª Ik k n
where the morphisms in the inductive system are the natural inclusions, it
k k Æ  ..is enough to show that I : x , . . . , x s I for large k and n G 0.nqk 1 d n
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 .  .This we get from Proposition 2.3 vii , since x , . . . , x is a reduction of F1 d
  k k ..and the ideals I : x , . . . , x form an increasing chain. On the othernqk 1 d
k k  ..side, if n - 0 we have I : x , . . . , x s A for large k and I s 0.nqk 1 d n
w xRemark 3.4. The combination of Proposition 2.4 in Sal93 and Theo-
w xrem 2.4 in JV95 shows that if A is two-dimensional Cohen]Macaulay&
1 n n  . .  .and F is I-adic then l H R s l I rI for all n G 0. We haveR nq
 .extended this result to any Hilbert filtration for all n g Z and d G 2 in ii .
Moreover, it is obvious that the last claim holds true with the weaker
 .assumption depth A G 2.
Now consider the extended Rees algebra R*. It has a natural structure
of an R-module given by the natural inclusion R ¨ R*, so we will
consider its local cohomology modules with respect to R . In the sameq
? .way as C s, k, n has been constructed, we can construct cohomological
? .complexes C s, k, n * for all n g Z, k G 0, taking the convention that
I s A for n - 0. All the results in this section hold also in this case byn
changing the convention about the negative pieces. In particular we get:
 .THEOREM 3.5. Assume that A, m has infinite residue field and
 .depth A G 2. Then it holds that
ÆI rI if n G 0,n n1H R* ( .Rq n  0 if n - 0.
In fact, the isomorphisms of Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 can be refined to
isomorphisms of graded R-modules:
 .THEOREM 3.6. Let A, m be a local ring with infinite residue field and
 .  .depth A G 2, let F be a Hilbert filtration, let R s R F , and let R* s
Æ Æ .  .R* F . Consider in R* s R* F the structure of R-module gi¨ en by the
natural inclusion. Then there are isomorphisms of graded R-modules
1 Æ 1 ÆH R ( R*rR and H R* ( R*rR*. .  .R Rq q
Proof. Consider the exact sequence of graded R-modules
Æ Æ0 ª R ª R* ª R*rR ª 0.
Æ 0 Æ Æw x  .Since R*rR s 0 for all n 4 0 we get H R*rR s R*rR. More-n Rq0 Æ .over, H R* s 0, since I contains a nonzero divisor, andR 1q
1 Æ 1 ÆH R* s H R* s 0 .  .ÆR Rq q
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by Theorem 3.5. Hence the first isomorphism follows from the local
cohomology long exact sequence. The second one follows similarly from
the exact sequence
Æ Æ0 ª R* ª R* ª R*rR* ª 0.
The following two results are the key tools we will use in our computa-
tions with the local cohomology of the extended Rees algebra. The first
wone is a well-known result, and a proof can be found in Kor95, Proposi-
xtion A.6 :
THEOREM 3.7. Let R s [ R be a graded ring such that A s R isn 0nG 0
Noetherian and R is an A-algebra finitely generated by elements of R . Let1
M s [ M be a finitely generated graded R-module. Then:nng Z
 .  .i Let r s ara R the minimum integer such that there exists anq
ideal generated by r elements and ha¨ing the same radical as R . Thenq
i  .H M s 0 for all i ) r.Rq
 . i  .ii For all i G 0 we ha¨e H M s 0 for n 4 0.R nq
 . i  .iii H M is a finitely generated A-module.R nq
The next theorem relates the local cohomology groups of the Rees
algebra and the extended Rees algebra:
THEOREM 3.8. Let A be a Noetherian ring, F a good filtration in A. For
all i G 2 there are isomorphisms of graded R-modules
H i R ( H i R* , .  .R Rq q
and there is an exact sequence of graded R-modules
0 ª H 0 R ª H 0 R* ª R*rR ª H 1 R ª H 1 R* ª 0. .  .  .  .R R R Rq q q q
In particular
0 0 1 1H R ( H R* and H R ( H R* .  .  .  .R R R Rq q q qn n n n
for all n G 0.
Proof. Let us consider the exact sequence of graded R-modules
0 ª R ª R* ª R*rR ª 0.
n 0  .Since R*rR s [ At we get H R*rR s R*rR and henceRn- 0 qi  .H R*rR s 0 for all i ) 0. Then the theorem follows from the localRq
cohomology long exact sequence.
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4. HILBERT FUNCTIONS
Our purpose in this section is to give a formula for the difference
between the Hilbert]Samuel function and polynomial which extends John-
w xston and Verma's formula JV95, Theorem 2.4 to n - 0 and holds for any
Hilbert filtration, namely:
 .  4THEOREM 4.1. Let A, m be a local ring, let F s I be a Hilbertn nG 0
 . filtration, and let R resp. R* be the Rees algebra resp. the extended Rees
.algebra associated with F. Then we ha¨e:
 .  i  . .i For all i G 0 it holds that l H R* - q` for all n g Z.A R nq
 .ii For all n g Z it holds that
d
i1 1 ih n y H n s y1 l H R* . .  .  .  .  .nq1F F A Rq
is0
 . n nProof. Let R s R I s [ I t be the Rees algebra associated1 1nG 0
 .with I . Since F is a good filtration, R s R F is a finitely generated1
i  .R-module, hence by Theorem 3.7 we have that H R are finitelyR nq i  .generated A-modules and they vanish for n 4 0. Furthermore H RRq
s 0 for all i ) d. Consider the inclusion of graded rings R ¨ R: we have
R R s [ I I t n. Since F is a good filtration, it holds that I I sq 1 ny1 1 ny1nG1
i  .I for n 4 0, hence R R and R have the same radical. So H R sn q q Rqi  . i  .H R for all i G 0. Therefore, by Theorem 3.8, H R* vanishes forR R nq q
n 4 0.
Now let G s [ I rI be the associated graded ring of F: we haven nq1nG 0
an exact sequence of graded R-modules
?ty1 60 ª R* 1 R* ª G ª 0. .
i  . i  .Since H G s H G for all i G 0, the local cohomology long exactR Gq q
sequence gives, for all n g Z,
0 ª H 0 R* ª H 0 R* ª H 0 G ª H 1 R* .  .  .  .nq1 n n nq1R R G Rq q q q
ª ??? ª H d R* ª H d R* ª H d G ª 0. ) .  .  .  .nq1 n nR R Gq q q
 .Let us prove i by decreasing induction on n. For n 4 0 it is obvious
i  .since H R* s 0. Then we have, for all n g Z,R nq
??? ª H i R* ª H i R* ª H i G ª ??? , .  .  .nq1 n nR R Gq q q
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i  . i  .H R* has finite length by induction hypothesis, and H G hasR nq1 G nq qi  .finite length since G is Artinian. Hence H R* has finite length.0 R nq
 .  . d  . i  i  . .To prove ii , define f n s  y1 l H R* for all n g Z.is0 A R nq1q
 .From the exact sequence ) we get
i if n y f n y 1 s y y1 l H G . .  .  .  .  .nA Gq
iG0
On the other side, G is a Noetherian graded ring with G Artinian. Hence,0
w xa proof analogous to that of Lemma 1.3 in Mar93 shows that
i0 0 iH n y h n s y1 l H G . .  .  .  .  .nF F A Gq
iG0
 . 1  . 1  .Let g n s h n y H n . We have obtained, for all n g Z,F F
f n y f n y 1 s g n y g n y 1 . .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .Hence, since f n s g n s 0 for n 4 0 we get f n s g n for all n g Z.
w xRemark 4.2. Kirby and Mehran KM81 consider, for all m g Z, inter-
w m x n w y1 xmediate Rees modules given by R s [ I t : A t, t , and theynnG m
express the difference between the Hilbert]Samuel function and polyno-
mial in terms of the Euler characteristic of the graded Koszul complex
 n1 n1 n d n d w m x.K x t , . . . , x t ; R . Namely, in Theorem 2 they show that if N s? 1 d
n q ??? qn then1 d
d
i i n n n n w m x1 1 d dy1 l H K x t , . . . , x t ; R .  . . . A nqN 1 d
is0
d 1 1s y1 h n y 1 y H n y 1 .  .  . .F F
for all n G m and n G i y n, where i is the regularity index of H 1.i 0 0 F
They also show that the individual homology modules are independent of
n , . . . , n provided they are big enough.1 d
w xThe formula proved for an I-adic filtration in JV95, Theorem 2.4 is
d
i1 1 ih n y 1 y H n y 1 s y1 l H R .  .  .  .  .nF F A Rq
is0
for all n G 0. Notice that, by the duality between Koszul homology and
cohomology, this is Kirby and Mehran's formula taken to the limit in the
case m s 0. Since Johnston and Verma's formula is analogous to the one
involving H 0 and the associated graded ring, one expects that it shouldF
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hold for all n g Z. Anyway, in the Cohen]Macaulay case they find the
1  .  .obstruction for this: it is the fact that H R ( A. By replacing R FR y1q
 .by R* F , that is, making m tend to y` in Kirby and Mehran's result, this
obstruction has been avoided.
w xOur aim is now to give an affirmative answer to Question 3.2 of JV95 .
  ..Namely, we want to show that if depth gr F G d y 1, then, for allA
n g Z,
d1 1 dh n y H n s y1 l H R* . .  .  .  . .nq1F F A Rq
This gives a cohomological explanation to the fact that the Hilbert func-
  ..tions of filtrations with depth gr F s d and d y 1 behave in the sameA
w xway; see Mar89 , whose results hold also for Hilbert filtrations.
 .Let A, m be a local ring, let F be a Hilbert filtration in A, let
 .  .R s R F , and let R* s R* F . Although R* is not a finitely generated
wR-module, it is a Noetherian ring; therefore, by Mat86, Remark before
xTheorem 16.6 , all the maximal R*-regular sequences contained in Rq
 .have the same and finite length. Hence we will denote this well-defined
 . w xinteger by depth R* . Again by the remark in Mat86 , the sameRq
argument as in the finite case shows that
< idepth R* s min i H R* / 0 . .  . 4R Rq q
The proposition below, together with Theorems 3.3 and 3.8, generalizes
 . w xProposition 2 iv of Sal82 :
PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume that A is Cohen]Macaulay and let G s
 .gr F . Then it holds thatA
 .  .  .i if G is not Cohen]Macaulay then depth R* s depth G q 1;Rq
 .  .ii if G is Cohen]Macaulay then depth R* s d.Rq
 .  .Proof. i Let s s depth G F d y 1 and let us first show that
 .depth R* G s q 1 by induction on s.Rq
In the case s s 0, since A is Cohen]Macaulay it is clear that H 0Rq
 .R* s 0.
ÆIn the case s s 1 by Proposition 2.5 we get F s F. Since G is not
1  .Cohen]Macaulay we have d G 2. Hence by Theorem 3.5 we get H R*RqÆs [ I rI s 0.n nng Z
Assume s G 2. Let x g I be such that x* g G is a nonzero divisor.1
 .  .This is equivalent to x f z A and I l x s xI for all n g Z, orn ny1
 .  .equivalently I : x s I for all n g Z. Hence, if A s Ar x and F sn ny1
 .  .  .Fr x , we get that G s gr F ( Grx*G and R* s R* F ( R*rxt R*.A
 .  .Although R s R F \ Rrxt R they differ in the degree-zero piece we
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have a homogeneous epimorphism of graded rings R ª R. Notice that we
have a commutative diagram of morphisms of R-modules
6
R R*
6 6
6
R R* ( R*rxt R*,
hence the two possible structures of R-module on R* coincide. Since
i i .  .R R s R we have H R* s H R* for all i G 0.q q R Rq q
 .  .Since depth G s s y 1, by induction hypothesis we get depth R* GRqi  .s. Hence H R* s 0 for all i F s y 1. Consider the exact sequence ofRq
graded R-modules
?xt 60 ª R* y1 R* ª R* ª 0. .
The local cohomology long exact sequence gives
iy1 i iH R* s 0 ª H R* ª H R* .  . . ny1 nR R Rnq q q
i  .for all i F s and all n g Z. Since H R* s 0 for n 4 0 we getR nqi  .  .H R* s 0 for all i F s, that is, depth R* G s q 1.R Rq q
 .  .Let us now show that depth G q 1 G p s depth R* . Consider theRq
exact sequence of graded R-modules
?ty1 60 ª R* 1 R* ª G ª 0. .
i  . i  .Since H G s H G for all i, the local cohomology long exact se-R Gq q
quence gives, for all i F p y 2,
0 s H i R* ª H i G ª H iq1 R* 1 s 0. .  .  .  .R G Rq q q
i  .  .Hence H G s 0 for all i F p y 2, that is, depth G G p y 1.Gq
 .ii In the case where G is Cohen]Macaulay, the above exact sequence
gives, for all i - d and n g Z,
H i R* ª H i R* ª 0 s H i G . .  .  .nq1 n nR R Gq q q
i i .  .Since H R* s 0 for all n 4 0 we get H R* s 0 for all i - d.R n Rq q
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We can now answer the question of Johnston and Verma:
 .PROPOSITION 4.4. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring, let F be
 .   ..a Hilbert filtration, let R s R F , and let s s depth gr F . Then it holdsA
that
 .  4i if min s q 1, d ) 1 then, for all n g Z,
d
i1 1 ih n y H n s y1 l H R ; .  .  .  .  .nq1F F A Rq
 4ismin sq1, d
 .  4ii if min s q 1, d s 1 then, for all n G y1,
d
i1 1 ih n y H n s y1 l H R .  .  .  .  .nq1F F A Rq
is1
and the formula cannot be extended to all n g Z since, when A is
 1  . .Cohen]Macaulay, l H R s ` for all n - y1.A R nq1q
 .Remark 4.5. If d s 1 and gr F is Cohen]Macaulay we haveA
1  . 1  .  1  . . 1  .h n y H n s yl H R for all n G y1 and H R doesF F A R nq1 R nq q
not have finite length for all n F y1: by the exact sequence of Theorem
0  .  1  . . 1  .3.8, since H R* s 0 and l H R* - ` for all n, H RR A R n R nq q q
cannot have finite length if n - 0. This contradicts the d s 1 case of
w xProposition 3.1 of JV95 , where it should say ``for all n G 0.''
w xWe can generalize Proposition 2.4 of Sal93 to Hilbert filtrations and
extend it to all d G 2 and all n g Z:
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.6. Let A, m be a local ring such that depth A G 2,
and let F be a Hilbert filtration. Then for all n g Z it holds that
d
i i 1 Æy1 l H R s h n y 1 y l ArI . .  .  .  .  .nR F nq
is2
 2  . .  .In particular if d s 2 and A is Cohen]Macaulay then l H R s e FR 0 2q2 Æ  . .  .  .  .  .and l H R s e F y e F q e F y l ArI .R 1 0 1 2 1q
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.1 to the filtration F, and then use Theorems
3.5 and 3.8.
LEMMA 4.7. For all d G 1 and for all n g Z,
l H d R F l H d R . .  . .  .n ny1R Rq q
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Proof. It follows from the exact sequences:
?xt
0 ª R y1 ª R ª Rrxt R ª 0, .
0 ª K ª Rrxt R ª R ª 0,
where x is a superficial element of F.
In particular we get the following facts in dimensions 1 and 2, which
wgeneralize results obtained by Sally for the maximal ideal Sal82, Corollary
 .xto Proposition 4, ii :
 .PROPOSITION 4.8. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring with
d s 2, and let F be a Hilbert filtration. Then it holds that:
Æ .  .i e y e s l ArI if and only if e s 0 and I s I . In particular,0 1 1 2 1 1
if I is an m-primary ideal in a Cohen]Macaulay two-dimensional ring, such
 .that e s 0, then gr A is Cohen]Macaulay.Ä2 I
0 Æ Æ .  .  .ii h n F l I rI for all n g Z.F n nq1
 .  .  .  .iii Let d s dim A F 2 and R s R F . Then r F s 0 if and only
w d  .xif H R s 0.R 1ydq
 .  .Proof. i Assume e y e s l ArI . Then by the Huneke]Ooishi0 1 1
 w x.  .theorem see HM95, Corollary 4.9 we get that gr A is Cohen]MacaulayF
Æ .and r F F 1. In particular, I s I , and also e s 0. Conversely if e s 01 1 2 2
2  .by Proposition 4.6 we get H R s 0. Then, by Remark 4.7,R 0q2 Æ .  .H R s 0, hence, again by Proposition 4.6, e y e s l ArI sR 1 0 1 1q
 .l ArI .1
 .ii By Lemma 4.7 we have, for all n g Z,
0 F l H 2 R y l H 2 R .  . .  .n nq1R Rq q
1 Æ 1 Æs h n y 1 y l ArI y h n q l ArI .  . .  .F n F nq1
Æ Æ 0s l I rI y h n . . /n nq1 F
 .iii By Proposition 2.7 it is enough to show that e s ??? s e s 0.1 d
 1  . .Since e s l H R in the one-dimensional case and e s1 A R 0 2q
 2  . .  2  . .l H R and e q e s l H R in the two-dimensional case,A R 0 1 2 A R y1q q
we are done.
Note added in proof. After submitting this paper, the author learned
about a recent preprint by L. T. Hoa, where he also introduces the
Ratliff-Rush closure for good filtrations.
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